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While the lake produced trophy sized trout in numbers large enough (18-25") under the old fingerling stocking
program to attract a few anglers with downriggers (one from Reading, Pa), in later years the fingerlings did not
do very well, probably as a result of predation. A switch was made to stocking adult trout not to provide an
instantaneous fishery as is done each spring in other waters around the state, but in this case to improve the
chances that the RTs' would get past the predators in large part because of their larger size than the fingerlings.
By fall of the first year RT's were running from 13-15", seemed fairly numerous at night around the islands
based on electrofishing, and by the following fall anglers were catching 18" fish. In later years we heard that the
typical fish were 18-25". The fishery never took off, however, in that it did not become popular with enough
anglers to make continued stocking worthwhile. For example, when I polled 75-100 anglers at last year's Lake
Marburg fishing symposium, none indicated that they had fished for the larger trout. While a number of angler
enjoyed fishing the cove for the stockies when they were first stocked and for a few days until they dispersed,
that was not the intent of the program and it would not be a very efficient or effective way to run a regular adult
trout stocking program, where returns are much better from smaller lakes and small to mid-size streams. If you
desire to try for Marburg's large RT's there is still plenty of time to do so as the last of the annual stockings
occurred last spring. There should be a full range of year classes present in the lake. A helpful hint: In the fall
(Oct or Nov) we found the RT in the weed beds at night, especially in the island area (Round Island). I would
think that the fish would be dispersed throughout the main body of the lower lake anytime that the water is cold
enough, not just in fall. My recollection is that we also saw some RT in near shore weedy areas not associated
with the islands. The north shoreline was the location (not in coves).

